
SupplyVue in practice

Challenge

The engineering business has to manage a complex situation of supplying parts for first time construction as well 

as ensuring spare parts are available for repairs and refurbishments. The demand profiles for each item are 

therefore complex to manage, but supporting both parts of the business with high levels of service is vital to the 

success of the business. The challenge was to find inventory reduction opportunities and to keep inventory levels 

under control while ensuring inventory availability.

3. Applying segmentation methodology to spare parts supply management 

Approach

The team used SupplyVue to segment the demand for parts into 36 granular boxes of like types of demand and 

analyse the flow of parts through the supply chain for each of the segments, analysing the replenishment policies 

and parameters and the resulting inventory levels and availability.

As-Is Assessment

Inventory levels and replenishment process

Demand Profiles

So with a relatively stable and predictable weekly demand profile together with the relatively short and reliable 

replenishment lead-times, the level of inventory cover at 127 days seems very high. The next step was to 

examine the levels of inventory cover by demand segment to see in which segment the primary inventory 

reduction opportunity was.

Inventory levels by network tier

The inventory levels versus daily usage 

dashboard below shows the level of inventory 

held in the business. The overall inventory 

coverage average for the period being 

analysed was 127 days. 

The replenishment lead-time analysis 

dashboard below shows the replenishment 

lead-time for the majority of SKUs was 4 weeks 

or less and delivery conformance was good. 

Inventory Level Versus Usage Replenishment Lead-time Analysis 

The sales profile - daily buckets dashboard below shows 

that the demand profiles looked very variable with a 

high overall variability index (173%). 

Sales Profile – Daily Buckets Replenishment Lead-time Analysis 

However, looking at the sales profile in weekly buckets 

we see that the demand is significantly more stable and 

predictable with a variability index of 64% for the same 

period.
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Summary Diagnostic

The diagnostic revealed very high inventories despite relatively stable and consistent weekly demand level and 

relatively short and reliable lead-times. In addition, inventory policies were not consistent and coherent when 

considering the demand segments. There was clearly an opportunity to review and revise the inventory holding 

policies with an expectation of significant inventory reduction.

Business impact

• A potential 70% inventory reduction to the total spare inventory levels, due to the  pockets of excess inventory 

identified. 

• In addition the application of more repetitive based replenishment methods and parameters will create a more 

predictable demand plan for manufacturing and suppliers.

Inventory Cover and Policies

The analysis of the inventory levels by demand segment revealed inconsistencies in the inventory policies –

policies did not relate to the demand patterns. For example the A line erratic segment had a lower level of cover 

than the A line smooth segment, similarly the slower moving B2 erratic and intermittent segment only had s small 

increase in inventory cover above the A line smooth, segment, and yet the C line smooth segment had 512 days 

of cover which was clearly unnecessarily high. This is illustrated in the charts below.

Future State

Based on the segments the team used SupplyVue to model a number of replenishment scenarios with different 

replenishment cycle times and different order quantity rules.

A1 Smooth – 34 days A1 Erratic - 25 days

B2 Erratic & Intermittent – 44 days C3 Smooth – 512 days

Scenario FOC / 

FOQ

Cycle Length 

or Batch Size
logic

SL Lead Time

Scenario 1 FOC 1 week 0.99 N/A

Scenario 2 FOC Cycle length 

based on MOQ 

and weekly 

demand; max 

length 16

0.99 N/A

Scenario 3 FOC 

FOQ

Where cycle 

length <=16

Batch Size = 

MOQ

0.99 N/A

Master

Data

Scenario 4 FOQ Batch Size = 

weekly demand

0.99 Master 

Data

Scenario 5 FOQ Batch Size = 

MOQ (max 26 

weeks)

0.99 Master 

Data

The baseline inventory cover was 127 days for the whole 

portfolio. Scenario 3 based on Fixed Order Cycle 

replenishment for the faster moving items and Fixed Order 

Quantity for the slower moving items, results in a 

modelled inventory cover of 27 days and Scenario 5 Fixed 

Order Quantity for SKUs based on Minimum Order 

Quantities, resulted in a modelled holding of 36 days. 

In addition to the inventory reduction, both scenarios 

modelled at 99% availability for all SKU and showed a 

pattern of demand on the manufacturing department and 

suppliers that was significantly more stable and 

predictable. This stability will provide knock on benefits.
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Next Steps:


